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ABSTRACT
High-end computing systems are increasingly characterized by ma-
chine configurations with nodes comprised of multiple CPUs and
GPGPUs. Challenges using such heterogeneous machines include
potential mismatches between applications’ needs for and capaci-
ties in using these resources versus the fixed hardware configura-
tion: (i) codes must be tuned and configured to match underlying
hardware; (ii) schedulers must map parallel jobs to efficiently use
heterogeneous resources; and (iii) mismatched workloads and ma-
chine configurations may leave hardware under-utilized.

Our work introduces ‘GPGPU Assemblies’, a software abstraction
enabling the construction and maintenance of logical machine con-
figurations, managed as ‘slices’ of high-performance clusters. A
novel method for extracting and applying application profiles en-
ables our ‘Shadowfax’ runtime to efficiently manage these abstrac-
tions. On Keeneland we demonstrate SHOC/S3D scaling up to 111
GPGPUs from a single machine, and up to 4.6x and 5x improve-
ment in cluster throughput on 48 and 72 nodes respectively, using
configurations of LAMMPS, SHOC/S3D, and NAS-LU.

1. INTRODUCTION
Accelerators, such as GPGPUs1, can considerably boost the pro-
cessing capacities of computational machines. Continuing improve-
ments in software support2 for their use have increased the use of
such heterogeneous nodes for high-end clusters in (i) the HPC do-
main, e.g., the Tianhe supercomputer or the Keeneland NSF Track
II supercomputer used in our work, as well as (ii) the enterprise
domain, e.g., Amazon’s HPC cloud offering. Such node-level het-
erogeneity poses a challenge for developers: scaling in the number

1NVIDIA Kepler Architecture, http://tinyurl.com/c3drc6d
2OpenCL, Khronos Group, http://tinyurl.com/OpenCL08;
NVIDIA CUDA, http://tinyurl.com/cx3tl3

of GPGPUs utilized requires codes to become distributed, and fur-
thermore, distributed codes must effectively match their CPU and
GPGPU processing needs with the capabilities of nodes to maxi-
mize utilization, a responsibility often deferred to users.

We advocate the importance of defining a separation between hard-
ware platform compositions and the configurations as seen by ap-
plications, as well as developing techniques for understanding how
to provide such logical configurations to benefit both applications
and administrators (e.g., to affect utilization within a cluster). Such
a dissociation (i) provides applications with improved access to
cluster resources, (ii) avoids the need for developers to continu-
ously retune their codes, and (iii) provides better flexibility and in-
formed control in managing such resources.

Our solution in this work provides an abstraction called a GPGPU
Assembly, providing applications with exactly the resources they
need, a ‘slice’ of the machine – CPUs, GPGPUs and memory. We
furthermore provide a unique method for understanding how to best
compose an assembly through an application model created by pro-
filing the use of the CUDA API.

Technical contributions include (i) applying application profiles and
a ‘sensitivity’ metric as a performance model to describe an appli-
cation’s ability to run on hardware backing an assembly, (ii) de-
livering efficiency in accessing assembly GPGPUs on the cluster
interconnect, and (iii) ensuring the presence of sufficient memory
and CPU resources in assemblies to ‘drive’ an accelerator.

2. RELATED WORK
The idea of virtualizing GPGPUs is a technique leveraged in many
prior works, in the context of (i) hypervisors [6, 2], and (ii) mid-
dleware [7]. Such works virtualize GPGPUs similarly: API call
interposition via a shared library and redirection of calls from a
client to a server. Our work distinguishes itself through a better
understanding of how applications use GPGPUs, to provide logi-
cal hardware configurations which best satisfy application needs.
This, as a result, enables greater scalability, and furthermore pro-
vides an understanding for how to achieve, e.g., greater throughput
in the context of multiple CPU- and GPGPU-applications execut-
ing on large-scale high-performance clusters. Leveraging software-
defined machine configurations, we provide a technique for com-
posing application profiles from the use of the CUDA API.
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Figure 1: Scalability of SHOC/S3D on Keeneland (native, three
ranks/node) compared with a configuration with all N MPI ranks placed
on a single node, with the first three assigned locally mapped vGPUs via
the Shadowfax runtime, and the remaining remotely mapped vGPUs over
SDP. Three data sizes compared, single-precision calculations.

3. PROFILES
In composing an assembly for an application, it is important to un-
derstand the application’s behavior and expectations, such as those
pertaining to its GPGPU performance, so that a determination can
be made as to its suitability for mapping to an assembly consisting
not of tightly coupled, on-node GPU accelerators, but of remote
ones instead. Defining applications’ needs for CPU resources is
equally necessary, as GPGPUs require CPU resources to be pro-
grammed, and some applications may do additional CPU process-
ing to support their GPGPU work.

Our application model ρ characterizes applications’ needs for some
number of CPUs, megabytes of memory and its accelerator profile,
α. The accelerator profile in turn characterizes an application in the
number of GPGPUs it requires and its average sensitivity, S, of each
GPGPU it uses – the degree of coupling between host and GPGPU.
Specifically, we capture application sensitivity by recording its his-
tory of CUDA calls, binning them, calculating a sensitivity per bin
Sb and then averaging them across the execution of the application.
We then derive a sensitivity curve illustrating how an application’s
sensitivity evolves throughout execution.
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ρ = {cpu.n,cpu.act,M,α} , α = {S,n}

In our system, CUDA calls are sent to remote GPGPUs in an RPC
layer; the frequency of calls made and the amount of data sent con-
sumes a fraction of total bandwidth, adding a variable amount of
delay from the aforementioned message properties. For each bin
we calculate a measure of bandwidth utilized and the delays expe-
rienced by blocking messages. This information is then used to-
gether with online information to compose assemblies appropriate
for applications.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
We developed the Shadowfax distributed runtime – an InfiniBand-
based re-implementation of prior work [3] – for execution on high-
performance clusters. The primary component is a distributed col-
lection of stateful, persistent daemon processes, one per node. Col-
lectively, they maintain monitoring information and service requests
for assemblies from applications. An interposing CUDA library in-
tercepts GPGPU accesses, then communicates with the local dae-
mon process to determine (i) the assembly appropriate for the ap-
plication given both the profile and online cluster information, and
(ii) to either pass function calls through to the NVIDIA library if
mapped locally, or to efficiently marshal and forward to a remote
host if mapped elsewhere. Underneath, Shadowfax deploys virtual
GPGPUs (vGPUs) which embody the dissociation of what is pre-
sented to an application as a GPGPU from the physical counterpart
used to host computations in the cluster.
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Figure 2: System throughput measurements comparing a standard backfill
technique with two scenarios for forming GPGPU Assemblies, one consid-
ering application behaviors and sensitivities, and the other not. Experiment
assumes a continuous arrival of three HPC applications on a shared cluster
(LAMMPS, NAS-LU and SHOC/S3D) across two separate cluster sizes on
the ORNL Keeneland Initial Delivery System (KIDS).

5. EVALUATION
We demonstrate the ability of Shadowfax to (i) improve applica-
tion scalability without modification by giving applications assem-
blies with greater number of vGPUs, (ii) increase overall cluster
throughput in an environment of multiple applications executing
on shared hardware by maintaining a high level of utilization, and
(iii) validate the use of our sensitivity analysis by demonstrating
situations contrasting the use of different assembly mappings for
a given application mix – one considering application accelerator
profiles, and one not – resulting in varied cluster throughputs and
levels of perturbation (Figure 2). Using representative workloads –
LAMMPS [5], NAS-LU [4], SHOC/S3D [1] – our measurements
show up to 5x improvement in system throughput for a specific
mixture of application instances on shared cluster hardware with
48 and 72 nodes each, and demonstrate SHOC/S3D to efficiently
scale to 111 GPGPUs in a single assembly with all ranks on a sin-
gle node, as compared to a distributed launch of 3 ranks/node (Fig-
ure 1).
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